
adam
Like the first inhabitant of that ancestral 
pristine Earth, Adam is the name of the 
furniture collection that Natuzzi has 
created in collaboration with the Marcel 
Wanders studio. The Adam collection 
includes furniture made with soft leather 
and wood, featuring rounded edges and 
natural colors. A new interpretation of the 
iconic Natuzzi style, enhanced to make it 
into an archetype for its later evolutions. 

designed by 
Marcel Wanders studio



features

by Marcel Wanders studio
Sectional sofa available in linear and corner 
versions. Adam, thanks to its extreme versatility 
of configurations and upholstery, satisfies every 
need for space and comfort. Upholstered sofa 
sides with hidden, removable hooks.
 
Coverings
It can be ordered in fabric, Gaia, Byborre or 
leather from cat. 15 Le Mans. 3242 orderable 
with honey-colored solid ash wood base ft55. 
V242 orderable with powder-coated metal base 
available in two colors: ft 79 matte black and ft 
73 matte terracotta.
 
Padding
Microcellular polyurethane foam padding 
made from a  plant based raw material, drawing 
from renewable sources found in nature. Such 
padding meets the demands of a market that 
is increasingly sensitive to products with a low 
environmental impact and ensures maximum 
comfort, thanks to high production technology 
and the high quality of the raw materials from 
which it is made. The seat is composed of 
polyurethane foam with density 50 combined 
with a layer of memory foam 2 cm high.
 
Relax functions
Multi-position adjustable headrest with hidden 
snap mechanism. Multi-position adjustable 
armrest with snap mechanism when opened 
and friction when closed. The function of 
armrest and headrest, the wide and generous 
seats invite you to enjoy maximum comfort.
 
Base
The solid wood or metal base and piping 
along the entire profile of the sofa enrich and 
emphasize the design of the model.



Here are some 
suggested arrangements.



A proposal that is the result 
of stylistic research involving 
new forms and materials. 
A timeless elegance and 
design distinguishes the 
Dining Adam, the new 
protagonist of the Natuzzi 
Italia Dining area.

adam Adam  Elliptical-shaped dining 
table available in two sizes, 
suitable for 6 up to 10 people.
L200 - W100 - H75  cm
L79 - W39 - H30”

L280 - W100 - H75 cm
L110 - W39 - H30”

Edgar chair.



The adam collection also 
contains small accents 
tables available in different 
sizes and heights to meet 
different functions of living.

These elements are 
perfect to dialogue with 
each other thanks to the 
mix of different materials 
available. 

L90 - W90 - H28  cm
L35  - W35 - H11”

L120 - W60 - H37 cm
L47 - W24 - H15” 

D52 - H55 cm
D20 - H22”

adam



Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave  
Marcel Wanders studio is a leading product 
and interior design studio located in the 
creative capital of Amsterdam. The studio 
has over 1,900 + iconic product and interior 
design experiences all around the globe for 
private clients and premium brands. Under 
Marcel Wanders and Gabriele Chiave’s 
creative leadership and direction, Marcel 
Wanders studio employs 52 design and 
communication experts.
Regarded by many as an anomaly in the 
design world, Marcel Wanders studio has 
made its mission to “create an environment 
of love, live with passion and make our most 
exciting dreams come true.” 



natuzzi.com


